
coursework checklist: 

Name                               GCSE art exam checklist -Jan 2024 
   QUESTION NO.               TITLE: 

Minimum requirement –if you do all this you will not only reach your target, but exceed it. ...add to this with your own  
ideas and techniques (based on what you have discovered in your research), experiments, drawings & photography. 

AO3—Title page: Title is your chosen topic, presented clearly & creatively, with the rest of the page 

filled with observational studies (drawings/paintings/prints) You could use my letter stamps or type up.  

GO for the 9  - get marks in AO2 by working in different media e.g. pencil, coloured pencils, paints, etc.   

AO1 & 3—Mind map: Explore your topic writing down as many different ideas as possible. Include what 

you could draw from life/photograph, what styles/techniques/materials would work well, any artists you 

have found that inspire you and any locations you could visit.  Fill the rest of the page with illustrations of 

your ideas.  Treat these as proper drawings rather than inaccurate doodles.  

GO for the 9  - get marks in AO2 by working in different media e.g. pencil, coloured pencils, paints, etc.  

 AO1 —Mood board : Explore your topic by collecting and presenting imagery that inspires you. You 

should fill a whole page in your book. Remember to annotate stating what inspires you, what you will 

take into your own work, if there is anything you don’t like, etc. writing down as many different ideas as 

possible.  

GO for the 9  - further develop marks by filling a second page with imagery and annotation.   

AO3—Photoshoot 1: Presented and annotated: At least 30 photos taken by you. Annotate to show: 

crop marks, which are successful/not & why.  Present photos over a double page in your book, add  

title  ’Photoshoot 1' and annotate: most successful (put a box around it and comment why you think it 

is successful); least successful (put a neat cross through it and comment why you think it is not very  

successful); crop marks with dotted line to show where you might crop out certain parts of the photo to 

improve composition.  Any gaps on your page fill with little studies of your best photos.   

GO for the 9  - take 50+ photos to greatly increase your choice  

A02—Photo Edits: Present and annotate a minimum of 6 different photo edits. Crop/Levels/Hue & Sat-

uration/Curves/Black & White etc. Annotate stating how you edited them and what effect it has. Why did 

you edit them in this way?- was it to help you with a particular technique. State whether your edits have 

been successful or not and explain why you think so. Which ones are your favourite and why. ALSO YOU 

NEED TO PRINT OFF 6 OF YOUR EDITS IN A4 TO WORK FROM IN COMING LESSONS DO THIS NOW :) 

GO for the 9  - Choose one ( or a few) of your photos to edit exploring cropping and composition. Present 

and annotate in book.   

AO2&3– Observational studies from your photos: Double page of observational studies, make it a  

mixture of quick, timed studies and more detailed, use pencil & a range of materials to gain marks in AO2 

as well as AO3. If you aren’t sure what to draw please email or come and see me and we can discuss.   

ANNOTATE using the guide. PLEASE NOTE –this task may be done at various times.  

GO for the 9  - Use a range of materials, focus on accuracy, mark  & tonal - highest quality 

AO1—Artist Study 1: (Artist copy) Complete a well presented double page artist study page which  

includes: Artist’s name, a high quality print out of the artist’s work, the name, date, title and media/size of 

the piece, and an accurate copy of the work. Once the study is completed you need to ANNOTATE using 

the guide. You may choose to copy a zoomed in section of the piece with an interesting composition,  

rather than the whole piece. Your study should be no smaller than A5.   

GO for the 9  – do a full page highly accurate study, or an A5 study and/or another one from a different 

piece of the artist’s work.  

 



GLUE HERE 
AO1&2– Working from your photos inspired by Artist 1: 1 page. Complete a well presented study (or more 

than one if you’re aiming for the higher grades) inspired by an artist in your book – you might take inspiration 

from their colour palette, style, composition, use of materials. Try it in appropriate media and perhaps try 

working on a different surface(s) to boost your AO2 marks further!  Remember quality is important!  

ANNOTATE using the guide. 

 GO for the 9  - Work from more than one photograph.  

AO1—Artist Study 2: (Artist copy) Complete a well presented double page artist study page which includes: 

Artist’s name, a high quality print out of the artist’s work, the name, date, title and media/size of the piece, 

and an accurate copy of the work. Once the study is completed you need to ANNOTATE using the guide. You 

may choose to copy a zoomed in section of the piece with an interesting composition, rather than the whole 

piece. Your study should be no smaller than A5.   

GO for the 9  – do a full page highly accurate study, or an A5 study and another one from a different piece of 

the artist’s work.  

AO1&2– Working from your photos inspired by Artist 2: 1 page. Complete a well presented study (or more 

than one if you’re aiming for the higher grades) inspired by an artist in your book – you might take inspiration 

from their colour palette, style, composition, use of materials. Try it in appropriate media and perhaps try 

working on a different surface(s) to boost your AO2 marks further!  Remember quality is important!  

ANNOTATE using the guide. 

 GO for the 9  - Work from more than one photograph.  

AO2&3– Thumbnail Compositional Studies page: Choose your two best photos and create 3 compositions 

for each. You should have 6 small scale studies in total.  Your aim is to create 3 different zoomed in views to 

see which one would make the best image to work from in your upcoming experiments.   Add tone to your 

best composition for each photo (2 in total) or do more if you wish.  Glue in the photo you have been working 

from.  ANNOTATE using the guide. Remember to state which is best and why.   

GO for the 9  – work from additional images to get even more compositional choice.  Or you could do more 

compositional edits digitally and present with annotation.   

AO2– 2 x Experiments from your chosen composition/ image- Complete at least 2 different experiments of 

your chosen image/composition.  These can be your artists’ colour palettes, harmonious, complementary, 

monochromatic, brights, warm, cool, earthy etc. You could also experiment with different surfaces, materials, 

styles, and techniques Ask me if you are unsure.  

PRINTMAKING: try as least 3 different coloured inks and 3 different coloured surfaces (also try chine colle/a 

la poupee/ rainbow roll/ hand-colour prints/ multiple layers / double exposures/ rotations as appropriate). For 

the second set of experiments you could choose a different image or do the same one in different print media 

or having refined skills in plate/block making.   

PAINTING/DRAWING: To help with this sketch out your image and quarter it so you only have to draw it 

once and try a different colour scheme/ tonal on each quarter. Alternatively you could draw out once, then 

ask me to photocopy your drawing so you can paint on the copies. PAINTERS: try working on different papers, 

canvas, mountboard, cardboard, fabric, wood, hardboard etc.   ANNOTATE everything using the guide.  

GO for the 9  – try out a variety of different experiments and annotate all.   



AO3—Photoshoot 2: As previous photoshoots. Present and annotate.   

GO for the 9  - take 50+ photos to greatly increase your choice. Draw from some of your best photos.  

AO1—Contextual Artist Page: 1 page which includes: 3 or 4 new artists. For each artist include: Artist's 

name, a high quality print out of the artist’s work, the name, date, title and media/size of the piece (where 

relevant). You also need to annotate, describing what about their work will influence your own. 

GO for the 9  - Create multiple themed pages e.g. Artists whose style/technique you like, or artists who use a 

particular colour scheme, or artists who work on interesting surfaces etc.   

AO1—Artist Study 3: (Artist copy) As previous.   

GO for the 9  – do a full page highly accurate study, or an A5 study and/or another one from a different piece 

of the artist’s work.  

AO1&2– Working from your photos inspired by Artist 3: 1 page. As previous. ANNOTATE using the guide. 

GO for the 9  - Work from more than one photograph.  

AO3—Photoshoot 3: *OPTIONAL* As previous photoshoots. Present and annotate.   

AO2– PREPARE FOR THE EXAM & EXPERIMENT AS MUCH AS POSSIBLE.  Create a real sized practice of a sec-

tion of your exam piece in your chosen media/surface/style/texture/colours to test it out.  Remember that 

you are 2 weeks away from the REAL EXAM!   Complete any outstanding developmental work so you know 

exactly what your final piece will look like and what you need to do as this will allow us to have a test run in 

lesson; so you can focus on mapping out/ mark making/ construction techniques and develop an exam plan. 

You will need to choose your canvas or board or printing plate/block size etc. Make sure you have all materials 

required for the exam well in advance. ALSO Check through your book: *Have you addressed all of the as-

sessment objectives as fully as you can? *Are all of your artists labelled with Name, date & title? *Have you 

annotated throughout? *Have you practiced in your chosen medium?   

Printmaking= range of techniques and prints on a range of surfaces in a range of colour. 

Painting = a range of paintings, brushstrokes and surfaces. 

Sculpture = a range of maquettes in your chosen material.  

Your Exam will be 10 hours over 2 days on 29th & 30th April.  

In this time you will complete a final piece that is personal to your project and the direct result of 

your thorough research, experimentation and development within this project.  

You need to complete all your preparatory work before then and MUST hand in your book at the 

start of the first day.  

Then you can focus on enjoying a wonderful two days in Art, with total  

confidence that you’ve got this in the bag! 

 

You can do this guys! I believe in you!  

Stick page 1 over here 






